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Abstract

Polycrystalline samples (La, ~DYU1SrLl)Mnl_,Ni,fFe,D-r (with )\=0.0,0.1,0.2) were

prepared using the oonventional solid-state reaction technique and sintered at temperature

llOOue for 24 hours in air. Phase purity and structure were checked by powder X-ray

diffraction (XRD) using the MoKu radiation (J...=0.710689 A).For thc structure

determination, dilfraction patterns were recorded in the 26 range from 100to 70o.The IX:

electrical resistivity for various polycrystalline samples was measured from room

temperature down to liquid nitrogen temperature both at zero field and at applied

magnetic field of 0.7T using four probe method. In the present investigation it is observed

that all the samples showed metal insulator (M-I) transition with a peck in the electrical

resistivity around M-I transition temperature Tp• With the increase ofNi or Fe doping the

resistivity increases but M-I transition temperature Tp decreases. M-I transition

temperature Tp also inl,,-nlao;edin presence of O.7T magnetic field. Magnetoresistance

(MR) measurements were carried out in a magnetic field ofO.7T in the temperature range

of77K to 300K, The MR behaviour was discussed a~ a function of magnetic field both at

room temperature and at liquid nitrogen temperature. Room temperature MR is found to

be very low, almost 0.110/••...1.69% and is almost linear with field. A large value ofMR is

observed at 78K in the presence of low applied magnetic field. The higher percentage of

Fe and Ni in these compounds enhances paramagnetic insulating phase. The plot of

In(plPol vs r' curve means that the conduction occurred tluough a thennaIly activated

pl'OCe5Sabove the transition temperature.
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Chapter-l

Introduction

This thesis deals with the study of the magnetoresistive properties in double-layered

perovskites (La,.J}yD2SrI.2)Mn2_<Ni,JFe.07(with x=O.O,O.I,O.2).Likeprototype materials

R'.xA,MnOl where R is a trivalent rare-earth cation (e.g La, Pr, Nd, Gd, Sm, Ho etc) and

A is a divalent cation (like Ha, Ca, Sr etc).

A tremendous interest has grown in magnetotranspor! phenomena in magnetic oxides in

recent years. Studies were stimulated by the disoovery of colossal magnctoresistance

(CMR) in ferromagnetic perovskite of the type La1.xSr,MnO,l [I]. The manganites display

a rich phase diagram [2] as a function of temperature, magnetic field and doping that is

due to the intricate interplay of charge, spin, orbital and lattice degrees of freedom.

Recently, the Ruddlesden-Popper (La'-xSr.)".lMn"O:lll+' perovskites based mixed valence

layered manganites [3,4] also have been the subject of intense research efforts. Potential

applications of the CMR effect in mixed-valence manganites include magnetic sensors;

magneloresistive read heads, and magneloresistive random access memory. After the

discovery of CMR in some manganites materials [5,6), enormous number of

experimental and theoretical studies have been carried out in order to understand the

CMR phenomenon and furthermore to explore this unique property for potential

applications. But till now CMR is found on a magnetic field scale of several tesla and at a

very low temperature, which is not very appealing for applications.

Double exchange [7-11] has been featured prominently in the discussion of the

fascinating properties of thc CMR materials. Within the double-cxchange model it is

assumed that the presence of Mn~+due to the doping, enables the eg electron of a Mn*

ion to hop to the neighboring MnH ion which ultimately mediates ferromagnetism and

conduction. To dare, much of the exploration of the CMR materials has been done

through doping of the La sites, which brings about lattice effects, and ultimately

innuence the double exchange. However, very few studies have been conducted in

doping the Mn sites, which are at the heart of the double exchange.
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Recently, the double-layered manganites of nominal composition La2.hSrl+hMn207 has

become of special interest since they show an extremely rich variety of magnetic

structure as a function of doping and since they allow for the srudy of dimensionality

effects on the electronic and magnetic properties in thc doped CMR manganites. Large

MR has been observed for La2.hSrl+2xMn201 [12]. It was found that the layered

manganites structure such as single crystals of La] sSrl,:!Mn,07 and La12Sr] SMn2D-,[12]

also leads to an enhanced low field CMR effect. In these cases, the magnetic coupling

between t2g local spins in the MnCh bilayers is at least an order of magnitude stronger

than that ofinterbilayers. The layered manganites La2_2xSr]+:zxMn:!07are the n=2 member

of the Ruddlesden-Popper series (Lal_xAJn+IMnnO)n+lwhich can be thought of as

pcrovskite blocks of n layers separated by a rock-salt (LaA)20:! layer which dccouples

the blocks electrically and magnetically[13j .

Asano et. al. [14J measured giant magnetroresistarlce of 3 two-dimensional ferromagnet

La2_2xCal+2KMn:!O,have been suC«'SSfully synthesized and investigated with respect to

their magnetic and electrical properties. It was found that La2-2xCa]+2xMn:!01(x9).25j is a

metallic ferromagnet with a magnetic lransition tempcrllture Toof215 K.

Dorr et. aL [15] measured magnetoresistance of polycrystalline La1-2xSrl+hMn2D-,mixed

valent (MnJ+fMn4") manganites. Temperature and field dependence ofmagnelization and

of electrical resistivity have been measured between 5 K and room temperature. From

room temperature down to metal-insulator transition temperature, thermally activated

behavior was found for both samples. The metal-insulator transition temperature roughly

coincides with the curie temJlC'ratureoblained from magnetization measurements. The x

=5 compound orders antiferromagnetically near TN = 215K, showing a resistivity

enhancement there. The resistivity of the x = 0.4 compound shows a field dependence at

low temperature similar to that found for polycrystaHine L<l<)7Sro)MnOJ.

Philip. et. al. [16] investigates microstructure and magnetoresistance of epitexial films of

the layered perovsJdte La2_2xSr1+2KMn20,(x = 0.3 and 0.4) by laser molecular beam

epitaxy on NdGaO, and SrTiOJ substrates. For x = 0.4, both the ah-or in-plane resistivity

p"" as well as the c-axis or om-of-plane resistivity PcQualitatively show a ferromagnetic

2



metal (FM) to paramagnetic insulator (PI) transition around 120 K [12,11]. For =0.3, two

seplIl'lllemagnetic transitions occur at 210 K and 90 K which have been attributed to the

presence of2D and 3D magnetic correlations, respectively [18]. Philip. et. al found that a

comparison of magnetotransport measurements within the ab plane and along the c-axis

direction showed an intrinsic e-axis tunneling fI1llgnetoresisl3nce eITect associated with

non-linear current-voltage characteristics for thc x=O.3 compound.

Shimakawa et. al.{19] in their investigation measured giant magnetroresiSl3nce in TI2

Mn.o, with the pyrochlore structure and found that near Tc the applied magnetic field

tends to align the local spins, and then electron transfer increases. As a result a sharp

resistivity decrease is observed. Powder samples of Th Mn20, (-500 mg) were

synthesized by solid-state reaction method, Shimakawa ct. al found that Mn 3d orbitals

are split into t28 and e8 states by the crystal field. Although hoth perovskite and

pyrochlore manganese oxide structure C(lOsistsof Mn06 octaltedra with vertex sharing,

these structures have different networks. In a pyrochlore structure, the Mno,; or Mn206

with a Mn-O-Mn bond angle of -1300 In a pet'(lvskitc structure, in contrast, has a simple

cubic network ofMn06with a nearly 1800-bond angle.

In the measurements of Asano et. ai, [14], Dorr et al.[IS], Philipp et. al.[16] and Basith ct.

al.{20] the exhibited electric and magnetic transport properties wcre described either by

traditional double exchange mechanism based on the mixed Mn1+fMn4+valence state nr

by dynamic JaIm-Tailer lattice distortion due to different atomic sizes of the cations.

Most recently, huge experimental work (21-24] is heingperfonned again on the rare earth

manganites of the type R1.,A,MnO, or R1_xA,MTlyFyO,(F=Fe,Co, Ni, Cr) to investigate

the transport properties like electron-electrun, electron-phonon, electron-magnon

scattering process in the low temperature metallic phase (T<T~)and the nature of hopping

conduction in the high temperature insulating phase (T>Tp). In spite of enonnous

experimental research work on prototype materials 124-28], the conduction mechanism of

CMR materials below and above Tp is not well understood. On the contrary, this kind of

research is quite inadequate in bilayercd pet'(lvskites R'_2xAl+2xMn2OJ.

3



In the present work, the Fe and Ni doped (Lal-e;Dyo'2Sr'2)Mnp,Ni, I Fe,.O~x

={).0,0.1,0.2) pcrovsldte was prepared to investigate the electrical transport and

magnetore5istive properties from room temperature down to liquid nitrogen

temperature. It is found that all samples display an M-1 transition depending On Mn

content, thus temperature dependence resistivity data was analyzed to know the scattering

process below M-1 transition temperature and the hopping conduction above M-1

transition temperature.

The magnetic moment of Fe and Ni is 2.12,u~and O.62,u~ respectively, whereas the

magnetic moment of Mn1+ and MnH is 4Ji~ and 3Ji~ respectively. Previous studies

showed that the feITOmagnetic to paramagnetic transition temperature (fp) of layered

manganites like La2.2,Srl+"Mn207 (x..o.3-0A) is around 125K [29J but the feITOmagnetie

transition temperature of Fe and Ni is 1043 K and 627 K, respectively. The same ionic

radii ofFeJ+ and MnJ+ may not cause any structural change but may suppress strongly the

charge ordering. So when Mn ions are replaced with Fe and Ni, the magnetoresistive

properties, ferromagnetic metal to paramagnetic insulator transition temperature of the

investigated compound would change due to the change in the size of the ions, change in

magnetic moments, high curie temperature and also due to the strengthening or

weakening of the double exchange interaction between two unlike ions. In the present

investigation, the results of an experimental study of the doping of the Mn sites by

feITOmagnetic Fe and Ni in (Lau;Dyo:!Srl i)(Mn,_.FeJOJ and (La1_6DYo,Srli)(Mn2.

xNi,jO-, with x =D.O, 0.1, 0.2 in respect of their magnetoresistance as a function of

magnetic field both at room temperature (RT) and liquid nitrogen temperature, resistivity

as a function of temperature (RT to 78K) both at zero field and at an applied magnetic

field of O.7T and thermal activation energy and variable- range hopping behavior in the

paramagnetic state have been investigated.

Objectives olthe pre5ent study

• To study the effect of substitution of Mn by Ni/Fe in electrical transport and

magnetoresistive behavior of polycrysta11ine (Lau;DYo.2Sr1.2)Mn2xNi,IFe,.0J

(x={).O,O.l,0.2).

4



•

• To improve the value (If transition temperature .

• To underotlll1d the mechanism ofCMR properties in these materials.

Sketch llrtbe eontents

In this dissertation the preparation, characterization and magnctorcsistive properties of

the polycrystnlHnc sample (LaU,oYO.2Sri.2)Mn2_xNi,/Fex07 (x =0.0,0.1,0.2) is described.

Chapter 1 Gives II brief description of the existing theories and mechanisms of CMR

manganites.

Chapter 3 Describes the details of the sample preparation and experimental techniques

used in the present investigation.

Chapter 4 Presents results on magnetoresistive properties of polycrystalline sample

(La! e;DYo.lSru)Mn2-xNixfFe.07 (x =0.0,0.1,0.2)

Chapter 5 Summarizes tile findings of this dissertation.

5
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Chapter-2

Literature review

In this chapter, brief descriptions of the basic issues of colossal magnetoresistance

(CMR) in manganites are given. Theoretical explanations ofCMR materials including the

electronic structure of the manganites are described briefly. The bulk magnetic and

lransport properties of manganites and various phase diagrams as a function of doping,

temperature, external magnetic field and hydrostatic pressure etc. are also presented here.

Various models such as double exchange theory, Jahn - Teller effects, variable range

hopping in manganites, electron correlation effects are discussed briefly. Various models

of low temperature magnetoresistance and grain boundary magnetoresistancc in the

doped manganites arc also discussed here.

2.1 Emergence ora nell' type of DIallnetroresistance:
Colossal magnetrore:sistllnce (CMR)

Another magnctoresistive material which has drawn considerable attention in the last

decade are the unique intrinsically layered perovskite (ABO, type) manganites of the

form REl.,.AE,.MnO" where RE is a trivalent rare carth element e.g La, Pr, Nd, etc. and

AE is divalent alkaline earth element e.g. ea, 8a, Sr, etc. Challam et. al.(\993) [I], von

Helmholtz et. a1.(/993) [2] and Jin et. al.(I994) [3] observed a high magnetoresistance in

these doped rare earth mangartites (bulk as well as thin films) in a magnetic field of

several tesla (-6T).

As the physical origin of the magnetoresistance in manganites was completely different

from the Giant magnetroresistance effect (GMR), and hence the term colossal was coined

[3] to describe the effect. The initial interest in the potential applications of colossal

magnetroresistancc was soon prompted by the complexity of the materials. In these

materials, the interaction between the electrons and lattice vibrations (phonons) is usually

strong, leading to a wide range of striking physical phenomena and most crucially, can be
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tuned over a wide range by variation of chemical composition, temperature and magJIetic

field[2}.These materials therefore provide an unprecedented opportunity 10 study the

poorly understood physics of systems in which a high density of electrons is strongly

coupled 10phonon.'! that demand a microscopic and ultimately lItomic characterization of

structure, electronic structure !lIld dyroamics. The relationships between these structural,

electronic, magnetic lIlIdoptical properties are 10be explained in a systematic way.

The research has given rise to important physical concepts, such as double exchange

mechanism and the Jahn-Teller polaron, optically and electrically induced magnetic

phase ttansitions, colossal intrinsic magne!roresistance and grain boundary

magnetroresistance. The rich electronic phase diagrams reflect the balance of interaction,

which together determine the electronic ground state. Their properties have been studied

for years, both theoretically and experimentally, but a complete understanding remains

elusive.

2.1.1. Giant magnetroresistance (GMR)

The Giant magnetroresistance (GMR) was discovered in 1988 independently by Baibich

et 0.1.(4] in Paris and Binascb d. al (5] in Julicb. It is the phenomenon where the

resistance of certain materials drops dramatically as a magnetic field is appHed. It is

described lISGiant since it is a much larger effect than had ever been previously seen in

metals. It has generated interest from both physicists and device engineers., as there is

both new physics to be investigated and huge technological applications in magnetic

recording and sensors.

The GMR effect is most usually seen in magnetic multilayered structures, where two

magnetic layers are closely separated by a thin spacer layer of few nm thick. It is

analogous to a polarization experiment, wbere aligned polarizers allow light to pass

through, but crossed polarizer do not. The first magnetic layer allows electrons in only

one spin state to pass through easily - if the second magnetic layer is aligned then that

spin channel can easily pass through the structure. and the resistance is low. If the second
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magnetic layer is misaligned then both spin channels can get through the structure easily

and the electrical resistance is high. The GMR effectively measures the difference in

angle between the two magnetizations in the magnetic layers. Small angles (parollel

alignment) gives a low resistance, large angles (anti parallel alignment) gives a higher

resistance. It is easy to produce the state where the two magnetic layers are parallel

simply apply a field large enough to magnetically saturnte both layers.

The GMR effect was originally discovered in molecular beam epitaxy grown epitaxial

(100) oriented FelCrlFe sandwiches [18] and FelCr multilayer {4J hut the effects were

quite modest at room temperature. Shortly afterwards it was discovered that similar

effects could be found in polycrystal1ine sputtered relCr multilayer and subsequently

very large room temperoture MR was found in Co/Cu and related multilayer [6-8]. The

GMR has also been observed in a variety of inhomogeneous granular (clusters and

alloys) systems predominately comprised of Fe, Co, Ni and their various alloys in Cu, Ag

and Au matrices [9-llJ.ln granular magnetic systems, where small ferromagnetic grains

(e.g. Fe, Co, Ni etc.) are embedded in an immiscible insulating matrix, the macroscopic

properties depend on the metallic volume fraction 'x', the grain size and inler granular

distance. When the relative orientation of grain is anti parallel, it results in a minimum in

conductance. When anti parallel grains are forced to be parallel by the application of a

magnetic field, conductance increases and results in large magnetroresistance [12, 13J. On

the other hand, in magnetic multi layers spin dependent scattering (SDS) allhe interface

is responsible for the GMR effect {14].

Grunberg et. al.(1986) [15] have observed MR in thin film multi layers comprising of two

layers of Fe, and Cr layer sandwicbed between them. The report of Gruenberg went

unnoticed by most researcher tin Baibich et. a1.(1988) [4], independently observed a drop

in resistivity of almost 50% in artificially engineered multi layers by application of

external magnetic field and narned lhe phenomenon as Giant Magnetoresistance (GMR).

Parkin et.a1.(1995) 116] have found that the relative orientation of the magnetic moments

of two neighbouring Co (magnetic) layers depends on the thickness of the intervening

spacer Cu (nonmagnetic) layer.
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2.1.2 The phenomelHtDof mlgnetroresistanee

Recent years magnetroresistance has been the centre of many investigations due to

applications in magnetic storage and sensing device. The resistivity of some materials is

greatly affected when the material is subjected to a magnetic field. This phenomenon is

known as magnetroresistance.

Magnetoresistance (MR) is defined as the change in the electrical resistance produced by

the application ofan external magnetic field. It is usually given as a percentage. It can be

percentage by the equation given below

MR%= P(H)- P(O)
,0(0) ,,100 (2.1)

Where p{H) is the resistivity in an applied magnetic field and p{O) is the resistivity in

the absence of a magnetic field (al zero field).With this definition, the magneloresistance

has a maximwn value of 100%.

MR can be negative or positive. In non-magnetic pure materials and alloys MR is always

positive and MR shows a quadratic dependence on applied magnetic field. MR can be

negative in magnetic materials because of the suppression of spin disorder by the

magnetic field i,e. the application of a magnetic field causes a dramalic decrease of the

resistivity. Heterogeneous ferromagnetic materials such as thin film multi layers and

cluster-alloy compounds display large MR refel"l'lld to as giant magnetic resistance

(GMR).Usually, the magnitude of the magnetic tield that is necessary to get this large

magnetoresistance range is in order of several tesla.

All metals show some MR, but upto only a few percent. Nonmagnetic metals such as Au,

exhibit small MR, but the magnitude is somewhat greater (uplO 15%) in ferromagnetic

metals such as Fe and Co. The semimetal Bi also shows - 18% MR in a transverse tield

ofO.6T, which rises 10 a 40-fold change at 24T [17]. Cu is more typical in that the same

very powerful field (24D gave rise to change of only -2% al room temperature. This is

the classical positive magnetroresistance that varies as B2 (B = applied magnetic field) in

12
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half metallic ferromagnels such as Cr()" Fej04 at low temperature [18]. It is absent in the

free electron gas [19J but appears when the fermi surface is non-spherical. This MR

originates from the impact of the Lorentz fon:e on the moving charge carriers similar to

the Hall effect. Its value is - 10% at lOT. A classification of magnetroresistance

phenomenon is based on the distinction familiar in magnetism between intrinsic

properties such as anisotropy constants, which depend only on the crystal structure,

composition and purity, and extrinsic properties ofmanganites.

2.2 History ormanganites

In 1950 Jonker and Santen [2Q...22] described the preparation of polycrystalline

manganites sample of (La,Ca)Mn01, (La,Sr)MnOj and (La,Ba)MnOj and reported

ferromagnetism and anomalies in the conductivity at the curie temperature with variation

in lattice parameter as a function of hole doping. Few years later Volger [23] observed a

notable decrease of resistivity for LaosSro2Mn03 in ferromagnetic FM state, in applied

magnetic field. Soon after a significant research e!Tort have started on the studies of low

temperature measurement in magnetic, such as specific heat, magnetization, de and ac

resistivity, magnetoresistance, I-V curves, dielectric COilstant, Seebet:k effect and Hall

effect [23,24].

In 1955 WoHan and Koehler [25] carried out extensive neutron diffraction study to

characterize and draw the first magnetic structures of Lai_.CaxMnO:J in the entire

compositiou range .In that time they were among the fust to use the technique of neutron

scattering to study magnetism in materials .They found that in addition to FM phase

many otber interesting anti ferromagnetic phases were also present in manganitcs.

In 1979 Jirak ct. a!. [261 and in 1982 PoHert et. al. [27] studied the structure and magnetic

properties of another very popular manganitcs (Pr,Ca) MnO) by X-ray and neutron

diffraction technique. They observed charge-ordering phases which are totally different

from ferromagnetic phares of other manganites.
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In 1990 a burst research activity on manganites started because of the observation of

large magnctoresistam:e. In 1989 worked by Kuster'S (28) on bulk NdosPho:;MnOJ reveals

the large MR effect at room temperature. In 1993 another work by von Helmholtz el. al.

[2) on thin films ofLa2ilBalflMnOj also revealed a large MR effect at room temperature.

In 1993 Cltahara II] was rellChed the similar conclusion using thin films of

La1l4Cal!~OJ and in 1994 Ju ct. al. [29] for films ofLal.,Sr,MnOJ' They all observed

MR values for larger than those observed in artificially engineered multilayer'S (GMR)

[16J.

In 1994, lin et. al. [3] reported the same that it is possible to reduce the resistivity by

several orders of magnitude under the application of very large magnetic field in hole

doped manganese oxide perovskites near the curie temperature To. The term colossal

magnetoresistance (CMR)was coined to make a distinction with the GMR found earlier

metallic super lattices by switching the external field[4,30,6j.GMR is caused by

introducing interface in spin polarized conductors and IS restricted below To whereas

CMR is a bulk property which originates from magnetic ordering and is usually confmed

to the vicinity of T,. In particular, Jin el al. [3] reported maximum values of around

100,000% for thin films of calcium doped manganese oxide neal" 77 K with an applied

magnetic field of 6T. They also remarked that their results had a very strong dependence

on the method used to grow the films. MR had also been observed in other manganese

oxide perovskite [28], but the values reported were not so high.

2.3 Rare earth wang.nites

Mixed-valence manganites with the perovskite structure have been studied for almost 50

years. Early research was motivated by a need to develop insulating ferromagnetism with

a large magnetization for high-frequency applications. Recent work has been driven by a

desire to understand and exploit the large negative magnetroresistance effect that appears

near !he curle temperature.

Cocy e!..at [54] has recently reviewed !he extensive literature on the physical properties

of mixed- valence manganites and there are short reviews oil colossal Magnetoresistanec
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and theoretical aspects by Ramirez (1997) [89] and Nagaev (1996) [ 90] respectively. The

perovskite manganites can be expressed interms of the gcneral formula ABO), where A

site is randomly La or Ca and B site is Mn.

2.4.1. Electronic structnre of manganites

Mixed valence manganites, with the oomposition AMnJ+O)or BMn4+0J is one family of

the larger group of transition metal oxides, which includes other families such as

ferromagnetic titanites. Most manganiles perovskites crystals, including layered

perovskites. The parent compound crystallizes in AMnOJ type perovskite structure

having general fonnulas REI_,AExMnO), where RE stands for trivalent rare earth cation

such as La, Pr, Nd, Sm, Eu, Gd, Th, Y etc. and AE stands for divalent alkaline earth

cation such as Ca, Br, Sr etc. In this perovsJdte like structure (REAE) occupies the

vertices of the cubic unit cell, Mn occupies the body center and °occupies the six faces

of the cube which forms Mn06 octahedra [31,32,33]. Most manganites perovskites

crystals, including layered perovskites. However, some manganites can be formed of

hexagonal layered crystal structures which are different from the cubic structure In

atomic view, play some important role resulting different physical characteristics [34].

The perovskite crystal structure can be regarded as a throe dimensional network of comer

sllaring Mn06 octahedra, with Mn ions in thc middle ofthe octahedral. Eight octahedra

form a cube, with the A site in its center. In the cubic perovskite, the A-site is twelve-fold

surrounded by oxygen ions. But typically the ionic radius of the A ion is similar than the

volume enclosed by the oxygen ions. This volume reduced by rotating the octahedra with

respect to each othcr. Inevitably the twelve A-O bond lengths become in equivalent.
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(0) M (e)
Figure 2.1: Crystal 8lruCtures of the most irnponant oxid",: (a) perovskite structure
(Lao.,cao,MnO.,);(h) The MIlO, plane, which is identical in the structure to the CuO, planes

of the high temperature supercondoclors (HTSC's). (e) 0=2 Ruddlesden--Popper phase

(La, ,Ca, ,Mn,O" MnO. octahedra IIl'l; shaded, LalCa ions lITe drawn lIS spheres).

The perovskites crystal structure can be regarded as a three dimensional network of

corner sharing Mn06 octahedra, with Mn ions in the middle oflhe octahedraL Eight

octaheda form a cube, with the A sile in its centre. In the cubic perovskite, the A site is

twelve-fold surrounded by oxygen ions. But typically the ionic radius of the A ion is

smaller than the volume, enclosed by the oxygen ions. This volume can be reduced by

rotating the octahedra with respect 10 each other. Inevitably the twelve A-O bond lengths

become nonequivalent.

The first report on the crystal structure ofthe manganites dates back to 1943 by Naray-

Szabo [35] and was revised by Yakel [36] in 1955. In contrast to the single cubic unit cell

reported by Naray"Szabo, Yakel proposed a monoclinic unit cell, nearly identical to the

double cubic cell, but for one angle that is slightly largei' than 9ft. Although the

perovskites structure itselfwas not under discussion, the exact modification was

oontroversiaL The AMnO) has the Pnma space group. Just like LaFeOJ, LaMnO) has
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nearly cubic lattice parameters, which make a structure solution and refinement very hard

[37,34]. Elemans et. a!. [38J were the first to report the Pnma space gt'OtJPfor pure

LaMnO]. The oxygen stoichiometry of these AMnO] compounds is very sensitive to

synthesis conditions. Stoichiometric LaMnO] is an anti ferromagnetic insulator with a

Neel temperature of l30K dominated by the strong Coulomb interactions between the

electrons. The spins are ordered ferromagnetica1ly in the ar: plane with the spins parallel

to a-axis [39]. There is an antifetromagnetic coupling between the layers, along the b-

axis which is close to 1800 [3l].

2.4.2. Ionic view of electronic structnre

Fig 2.2 shows the electronic configuration for the Mnl+ and Mnol+ions in the compound

AMoOl in a hybrid orbital stmeture. Mn ions have an incomplete d-shetl (Mn: (Ar]

3d~4!1).According to the Hund's rule, alt the unpaired electrons in outer d-shelt align

their spins parallel to one another in order to minimize the energy. Thus only five d-Icvels

corresponding to the majority spin are accessible.

4+ 3+ 1'1 ~ II••• •••
Figure 2.2: Electron stales "fthe outennost 3d energy level of the Mn" and MnHions.

The five d levels are split in eg (two degenerate levels, d /./ and d 3.'1._/) and t2g(three

degenerate levels, dry, dyzand d",) due to the cubic crystal field. This splitting has been

estimated to be around I eV [40].lohn-Teller (11) distortions act on Mnlt leading to a

further splitting. The two eg levels are then separated in energy around 0.25 eV. The t2g

levels are also split due to IT distortions but this has not any relevance for the system as
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the electrons living there are completely localir.ed. Only the majority spins levels are

shown. Tile minority spins levels are much higher in energy (due to Bund's coupling

which can be several eV).

Hund's rule is implied by two interactions: coulomb repulsion makes electrons to be in a

different d-orbital each; Hund's coupling obliges the electrons spins to be paralleL In

isolated atorns,the five d-orbitals are degenerate but tbey spilt into three-fold degenerate

Ci.e.triplet state) ';Ill Cdxy,d"" WIdd",) and two-fold degenerate ( i.e, doublet state) (for

instance , d••.y~and dJz2_L!) orbitals as seen in Fig-2.2 , due to the cubic symmetry in

which manganites crystallize [41]. The t2gorbitals are lower in energy than the ea orbitals

~ause the later are aligned with the p-oxygen levels leading to a larger coulomb

repulsion than in order directions. Mn4+has three electrons in the outer d-shel1 that can be

considered as localized in the three t2glevels giving a total spin S = 3/2 (core spin ).The

two ea levels remain empty. On the other hWld, Mnl+ has an eXira electrons that fills one

of the ealevels (S = 2). This single electron is unstable, however, and the system reduces

its energy by splitting the doublet- state into two hyperfine energy levels. This well-

known phenomenon, called the Jahn-Teller effect [42], is characteristic ofMnJ+ ions and

it bas important consequenres for the physical properties of mangWlites.

These ealevels are the active ones for conductivity. These levels hybridize with oxygen

p-Ievels [43] consisting the conduction band whose bandwidth depends on the

overlapping of the Cg orbitals of the Mn and tbe p.levels of the oxygen. The minority (

anti - parallel) spin levels are very high in energy. This implies that only majority spins

can conduct. For this reason, mllflganites are called half- metals.

Fig-2.3 outlined the electronic hopping within narrow and fully spin-polarized bands are

supported by a bWld structure calculation made for the end members of one dilution

series, LaMnOJ and CaMnOJ [44]. For LaMnOl this calculation shows a typical

separation between up and down polarized bands of about I.S eV and bandwidths of

order 1-1.5 eV. Photoemission experiments on La,,,D,MnOJ (0= Ca, Ph) confirm these

basic features (45). The density of states for such a system is shown schematically in the
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figure. It has sbown for comparisoo the density of states for Ni metal. Since the up and

down spin bands are well separated, the magnetic polarization (saturation moment) is

100%, compared to 11% in Ni. This will lead to reversal of carrier spin direction across

FM domains and large grain-boundary effects.

Figure 2.3: Schematic T=<Jdensity of states for doped LaMnO, The level diagram to the left

sltows the approximate positions of the 3d bands in undoped LaMnO, Tbe energy scale for

La,~Sr,~Mno, is exImcIed from photoemission data. Comparison is made to Ni metal which

JIOSSe5SeSa much smaller degree of spin polarization.

2.4.3 Physical oveITiew of doped manganites

The characteristic properties of doped perovskite manganites like the CMR effect and the

strong correlation between the structure and electronic-magnetic phases can all be

attributed to the ratio of the Mn3+and Mn""' ions. The parent compound crystallizes in

AMnOJ type perovskite structure having general fonnulas RE,.,AE,MnOJ, where RE

stands for trivalent rare earth cation such as La, Pr, Nd , Sm , Eu , ad , Th, Y etc. and

AE stands for divalent alkaline earth cation such as ea , Br , Sr etc. On tbis perovskite
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like structure (RF~ AE) occupies tile vertices of the cubic unit cell, Mn occupies the body

center and 0 occupies the six faces of the cube which forms MnOo octahedra.

The (RE,AE) site can in most cases form homogenous solid solution. Both the end

members LaMnOl and CaMnOl are antiferromagnetic insulator having single valent Mn

ions i.e. Mn1+ and Mn4+ respectively. On partial doping of the trivalent RE-ion by

divalent alkaline earth cation AE, leads to the formation of a mixed valence state of the

Mn i.e. Mn)+ and Mn4+ to maill\llin the charge neutrality of the system. The mixed

valency of the Mn ions may also be conlrolled by varying the oxygen content. This

doping with some divalent cation cnu5eS the structure to get distorted due to the

differences in the size of the various atoms and leads to Jahn-Teller effect. Perovskite-

based structures occasionally show lattice distortion as modifications from the cubic

structure due to doping. One of the possible origin in the lattice distortion is the

defontllltion of the MnOo octahedron arising from the labn-Teller effccl that is inherent

to high~spin (5=2) Mnl+ with double degeneracy of eg orbital. Another lattice

defurmation comes from the connection pattern of the MoOo octahedra in the perovskite

structure, forming rhombohedral or orthorhombic lattices. In these distorted perovskites,

the Mn06 octahedra show alternate buckling. Sueh a lattice distortion of the perovskite

AMnO) (where A"'RE1.xAE,) is governed by the Goldsmith toleranee factor 'I' which

measures the deviation from perfect cubic symmelry (t"'l) and is defined as,

i= (r,,+ro)/V2(r,+ro) "'I (2.2)

where Ib, l"T and ro are the radii of the divalent, trivalent, and oxygen IOns,

respectively [46]. The tolerance factor measures the deviation from perfect cubic

structure (\="1).By using mixtures ofT'" La, Pr, and Nd and 0 =Ca, Sr, Ba, and Ph, t ean

be varied, with the resull that the perovskite structure is stahle for 0.85< t <0.91. At finite

doping, charge balance is maintained by a fraction, x, ofMn ions assuming a tetravalent,

Mn4+ (d\ configuration in a random fashion throughout the crystal, with thc remainder

in the MnJ+ (d4) state presumably, D substitution is equivalent to hole doping, but thenno

power and Hall effect disagree on the carrier sign in the paramagnetic state, suggesting

that a simple band picture is not valid. Mixed valency can also be modified by varying
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the oxygen content. For x=O and 1, M (T< lOOK) was found to be small, indicating an

antiferromagnetic (AF) ground slate.

At intennediale values of x, M rises and peaks with its Hund's-rule value at x=O.3. In

subsequent work van Santen and Jonker showed that at temperatures above the

ferromagnetic curie point, To the resistivity behaves like a semiconductor, dpldT<O, but

that below T,., not only is there a sharp reduction in resistivity, but also a transition to

metallic behaviour, dp'dT> 0 [20]. This behaviour is shnvvn for Lal_.SrKMnOJ and

La, .•Ca"MnOJ in figures 2.4 and 2.5.

'0'
62 •f ..-.

'0-

'0

.o~
o •

•••

Figure 2.4: Resistivity agaillSttemperature for La,.•Sr,MnO, for various Xvalues. The arrows

denote the transition as determinedby magnetizationmeasurement.
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Figure 2,!'i; Top frame- magnetization against temperature for La""Cao,~o,for varies field

values. Middle frame resistivity ~g!!insttemperature. The imet shows the low temperature

resistivity compared to T" (solid Ilne) and TO>(dashed line) behaviour. Bonom frame-

magnctroresistance against temperntIIre. Open symbols reflect low-field behaviour and solid

symbol. ,dlce! the high field behaviour.

2.4.4. LllyemJ numgllnew oJ:ide perovskites

Three- dimensional perovskites manganese structure coosists on II lattice of oxygen

octahedral with IIMn ion in their center a~ seen in Fig.2.1(a), where the trivalent La3+-site

is substituted by divalent Sr ion. Therefore, there is an oxygen ion between every two

manganese as shown in the Mno, plane in Fig 2.1(b).The structure of these planes is

completely analogous to the CuO, planes found in the cuprate high temperature
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superconductors (HTSe's). 'The Mno, planes are then stacked in a variety of sequence

with Mn(}, planes interleaved with (La, Sr)O planes in figure 2.6.

~Cleave .......;~-~.~
~

~'Lo(Sr)
-...~." 0""""
. • . . l\In<\
• • • •

1J=1 It=!
~ ~-V

Iay ••••d

It=lnf.

<UbI,

Figure 2.6: Thc crystal structure ofthc layeredand cubic manganites.

The' compounds are annotated depending upon how may MnO:1 planes are arranged

lretwOOllthe bi-layer of (La, Sr)O planes. (La and Sr can Ire replaced by illllllYother tri

and divalent ions) This series is called the Ruddlesdon-Popper (RP) series, and has the

general formula (La,Sr)"'IMnnOjn+l,The n=! compounds have fonnula unit (La,Sr):.Mn04

and are analogous to the HTSC compounds (La,SrhCu04' The n =2 compounds have the

fonnula unit {La,Sr)JMn2<h.The n =a compounds have no (La,Sr)O bilayers, and have

the fonnula unit (ta,Sr)MnO) . They are cubic or distorted cubic compounds, and the

most heavily studied of the manganiles.

2.4.5. TrJlDSport properties of CMR mllterilllll

In magnetism, it is customary to distinguish an intrinsic property, which depends only on

the bulk chemical composition and crystal structure, from extrinsic properties that are

governed by the sample si7..eand microstructure. For example, hysteresis is generally an

extrinsic property, where as on the other hand, spontaneous magnetization is an intrinsic

property. Intrinsic properties are lrest measured on single crystal and epitexial film.

Magnetoresistance can be an intrinsic or an extnnslC property. Intrinsic

magnetroresistance is maximum close to the ferro-paramagnetic transition and appears
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due to the intrinsic intemcti(llls in the materials. The general form of the magnetization

and the resistivity of CMR materials are shown in figure 2.7 .
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Figure 2.7: Resistivityand magnetintion as a fUI>Ctionof temperature.

Wben a magnetic field is applied, the peak on tbe resistivity moves toward higher

temperature and dramatically decrea~es its beight. As sbowtl there the magnetic transition

is accompanied by a change in the behaViOllTof the resistivity with temperature. The

system is metallic below the magnetic critical tempemture Te (dpldt>O) and insulator in

the paramagnetic region (dpldr«)). Te ranges from the 15K for EuB,; to more than 500 K

fOTdouble pemvskites. In particular, manganites cover a widc range of Te (100-40010.

Approaching Te from below, the resistivity increases dramatically- sometimes by order of

magnirude.

The polycrystalline samples sbow a completely different behaviour cltaracterized by two

futures: a sharp increase of magnetrorcsistance at low field and at linear background at

higher-fields. It has been StIggested by Gupta et al [47], and Li et al.[48] tbat the low-

field magm:troresistance, wbich is consistently observed in polycrystaJline manganites, is

due to spin-dependent scattering in grain boundaries. A low external field can readily

rotate thc grain magnetization into a parallel configuration and thereby cause a significant

drop in resistivity WId low-field magnetroresistance. The degree of spin polarization is
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temperature dependent and increase with decreasing temperature [49]. Hwang et al.[50]

suggested that the effect was due to spin-dependent tunneling between adjacent grains

separated by an insulating grain boundary constituting a tunnel barrier for the spin-

polarized conduction electrons. Also within this model the low-field magnetroresistance

can be explained by the alignment of magnetizations of neighboring grains.

Spin-dependent scattering or spin-dependent tunneling can elqllain the low-field

magnetroresistancc but fail to explain the linear high-field magnetroresistance. Evetts II

01. [51] suggested that the high-field magnetroresistance is associated with a magnetically

mesoscopic disordered interface layer prescnt in the vicinity of grain boundaries. The

transport mechanism in the interface layer is the same as in the bulk parts of the grains,

but the layer has depressed curie temperature and magnetization, which could be caused

by strain, defects and weakened or absent bonds near the grain surface. The high-field

MR could be related to alignment of spins in the disordered interface layer.

2.4.6 Compilrison of mangetotransport of few other polyerystalline samples

Gmin boundaries effeets on the resistivity and magnetroreslstance of polycrystalline

rnanganites compounds were reported very early by Volger et al.(52]. The recent

research was initiated by the work of Hwang et af.[50]and Gupta et al.[47]Hwang et a!.

elaborated the role of Grain boundary (GB's) in manganites by direct comparison of the

MR and field-dependent magnetization at low temperature for single crystal and bulk

polycrystalline samples of Lao61SrOJJMnOJ .Mainly magneti1.3tion of Ulo61SrO..JJMnOJ

single crystals and polycrystalline ceramics and L3061C3[)JJMnOJand L3067SrOJ1MnO,

epitaxial and polycrystalline films respectively .Both investigation found that the

resistivity and magnetroresistance depended sensitively on the microstructure, whereas

magnetization was hardly affected it.
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Figun 2.8: Top panel: zero..field resistivity of Lao,07SrD,l,MnO,single crystalllf1d polycrystals as a
fimction of temperature. Bottom panel: magneti;rationofthe samples as a function of temperature

measured atB-Q.5 T. The inset shows the fie!d-depended magneli~on al5 and 280 K

, (reproduced from Hwang et a1.[50]).
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Figure 2.9: Magnetoresistanee date of the samples of figun: 13.Panels(a),(c )and(e): normalized
resistivity pip. as a function of magnetic field. p. denotes the zero-field resistivity. Panels

(b),(d)and (t):magnctic field dependence of the normalized magnetization {reproduced from

Hwang et al.[50].

Hwang et a!. [50] investigation an LSMO single crystal and two LSMO single crySiai and

two LSMO ceramic samples sintered at 1300 and 1700oC, respectively. The swnple

sintered at the higher temperature had the larger grain size. The data of Hwang et al. [50]

are reported in figure 2.8 and 2.9.
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Figure 2.8 shows the zero-field resistivity and the magnetization of the samples as a

function oftempcrature. Whereas the low-temperature resistivity depends strongly on the

microstructure, the magnetization of the three samples is virtually identical. The effect of

the grain boundaries on the magnetroresistancc is even more dramatic. Figure 2.9 shows

the field dependent resistivity and magnetization of the samples investigated. Whereas

the single crystal shows a magnetroresistance linear in magnetic field, the polycrystalline

samples show a sharp drop at low magnetic fields followed by a linear dependence at

higher fields. Again the field dependence of the magnetization is virtually identical for

the three samples. The magnitude of the low-field magnetroresistance increases with

decreasing temperature in contrast to the intrinsic magnetroresistance, that has a

maximum near the curie temperature and decreases with decreasing temperature .These

result cannot be explained by the intrinsic magnetroresistance alone, since the intrinsic

magnetroresistnnce is only a function of the magnetization. Hwang et al.(50]suggested

Ihat the low-field magnetroresistance in polycrystalline samples is due to spin polarized

tunneling between misaligned grains.

It was shown by Hwang et al (50] that, phenomenologically one has to distinguish weak

and strong links between the grains. Only weak links give rise to a considerable low-field

magnetroresistance. Whereas the micro structural characteristics of the two types of links

are not clear, the fonnation of weak Of strong links can be controlled by the fabrication

conditions.

2.4.7: Intrin~lc lind extrinsH: magnetroresistance

In this section the intrinsic and extrinsic magnetroresistance is discussed and also

illustrate how they can be distinguished from e:<periment. Some results from the literature

are used for exemplification.

Intrinsic magnctrornistance

Intrinsic magnetroresistance is maximum close to the ferromagnetic-paramagnetic

transition and appears due to the intrinsic interactions in the materials.
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Figure 2.10 shows Iilll temperature dependenl:e of the zero field and an applied field of

5T resistivities of a singlc-cryslalline thin film LlIo~arllMnOJ sample {data obtained

from Hundley et aL[53].The corresponding magnetroresistance, MR=p,/Po-"is shown in

the same graph. This sample has no internal grain boundaries so the magnetoresistive

response is therefore entirely intrinsic.
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Figure 2.10: Resistivity of single-<.:rystaJlinethin-film La."CiIoJMnO, in zgro magnetic field and
in an applied field of 5T. The graph shows also the correspondingmagnetroresistan<:e.Adopted

from Hundly et al. [53].

The thin.film substance shows a metal-to--insulator transition coinciding with the

ferromagnetic-to-paramagnetic transition at the temperature (250K).Qualitativcly, the

temperature dependence of the magnetroresistance CItJl be explained in terms of Zener's

double-exchange mechanism. The simplest expression for conductivity is (J = nej.t, where

n is the numbe-r of carries, e is their charge, and fl their mobility. The metal-to-insulator

transition could thus originate from either a change of the number of carriers or a change

the mobility of the carriers. In the double-exchange theory the change of hopping

mobility is the dominant effect on the condllCtivity .The transfer integral for electron

transport between adjacent Mn sites is t=tocos(&I2)where II is the angle between thc spin

directions of the two Mn cores spins. Below the ferromagnetic transition tempemture the

spin system is ferromagnctically ordered and the probability for electron transfer (and
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thereby the mobility) is high. The z.ero..field resistivity shows metallic-like temperature

dependencc with a positive slope. Around the curie temperature the spin system becomes

disordered because the thermal energy exceeds the ferromagnetic exchange energy. The

hopping amplitude decreases and a drastic increase of the zero-field resistivity is

observed. Above T, the resistivity decrease with temperature as expected for an insulator

, where transport is thermally activated. The sample e:'l11ibits a large negative

magnetroresistance peaking just above the curie temperature. Below Te the spins align

spontaneously and the external field has little influence on 9. The magnetroresistance

gradually vanishes when thc magnetic moment approaches its saturation value. Near To,

however, the spin system is highly susceptible to the cxternal field, which causes a

substantial change of the local spin disorder and thereby of the carner mobility. Thus, the

field drives the material more metallic. Far above the curie point the external field can no

longer compete with the thermally induced random spin fluctuations and the

magnetoresistive response decreases with temperature.

Many research groups have suggested that double exchange atone is not sufficient in

order to explain the CMR. The models proposed evoke a competition between double

exchange and another mechanism-such as polaron formation due to the strong electron-

phonon coupling or localization by spin fluctuations; this competition is supposed tu

drive the metal-insulator transition. The balance between the two competing mechanisms

is very sensitive to an applied magnetic field that suppresses spin fluctuatinns and

enhances the ferromagnetic order. The debate on the essential transport mechanism in the

manganites has not yet beer1decided.

It has been also suggested by Coey eLal.[54] orVon Helmo!t et. al.[55]that the very large

change in resistivity observed for manganites is due to magnetic polaron formation in the

paramagnetic regime. The e. electrons may induce a local polarization of its neighboring

spins forming a small ferromagnetic entity called a magnetic polaron. According to their

suggestion a magnetic polaron can be considered a quasi-particle and it can jump from

lattice site to lattice site carrying along its spin polarization. This hopping takes place via

thermal activation. Below the curle temperature (or when a magnetic field is applied) the

magnetic polarons are destroyed. This could contribute to the abrupt change of resistivity
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near Tc. Another kind of polarons, which could be preseIlt in manganites, are dielectric

polarons formed dne to the coulomb il1leraction between the electron and its surrounding

ionic charges. The concept of polaron transport in mixed-valence manganites is not yet

fully understood.

In theoretical resulls by Millis et al. [56] the resistivity was obtained from a dynamical

mean-field calculation including double eKchange and a coupling of carriers to phonons.

The calculations show that the resistivity above Te can be tuned from semiconducting to

metallic on decrease of the electmn-phonon-coupling strength.

El.triD!ic mllgnetroresistante

Figure 2.1 I(a) compares the temperature dependence of magnetroresistance of a single-

crystalline manganite (an epita:<.ial thin film) with that of a polycrystalline thin film

having the same composition(Lao.67Cao'.13MnOJ).Data was obtained fmm(Gupta et

al.[47])

Both samples show a magnetmresistance maximum near the curie temperature, which

can be ascribed to intrinsic magnctotransport (the CMR effect). For the epitaxial film the

magnetmresistance vanishes at low temperatures, as expected for a single-crystalline

material. However, the polycrystalline film shows an increasing magnetroresistance with

decreasing temperature.

Figure 2.11(b) shows the field dependence of lIIlIgIIetroresistance at two different

temperntures below the ferromagnetic transition temperature. The epita:<.ialsample shows

a linear variation of the magnetroresistance with the applied field. This indicates that the

Bloch wall motion and rotation in single-crystal1ine manganites do not dominate

transport. The magnetroresistance varies smoothly through the region of domain rotation,

which takes place in low fields, so the increasing magnetroresistance is mainly due 10

enhanced magnetic order. The magnetroresistance effect is small and decreases with

decreasing temperature. The polycrystalline sample exhibits a completely different

behavior characterized by two features:!) a sharp increase ofmagnetmresistance at low-

fields followed by 2) at linear background at higher fields. The slope of the high -field
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contribution is broadly temperature independent. The low-field magnetroresistance,

which is often tenned LFMR, increases with decreasing tempemture.

It has been suggested by Gupta et al.,[47] and Li at al.[48] that the low-field

magnetroresistance, which is consistently observed in polycrystalline manganites, is due

to spin-dependent scattering in grain boundaries. In ferromagnetic metals the exchange

energy splits the conduction band into majority and minority carrier bands resulting in a

spin imbalance at the Fermi level. In mixed-valance manganites the majority and the

minority bands are separated by an energy gap arising from the strong intra-atomic

coupling between the 3d e. conduction electrons and the 3d t2. core spins[S7j.The spin

polarization may therefore approach 100"10at low temperatures (thus, manganites may be

characterized as half_metals). In the ferwmagnetic state each grain in a polycrystalline

manganitc may constitute a single magnetic domain.

In the virgin state, where no field is applied, the grains have their magnetic moments

randomly oriented. The polarized conduction electrons are easily transferred between Mn

sites within a magnetic domain. However, an electron traveling across a grain boundary

to an adjacent grain (or domain) may become subject to a strong spin dependent

scattering leading to a high zero-field resistivity. A low external field can readily rotate

the grain magnetization into a parallel configuration and thereby cause a significant drop

in resistivity and low-field magnetroresistance. The degree of spin polarization is

temperature dependent and increases with decreasing temperature [49].
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Fig 2.11: Magnetoresistaooe fur a field change of 0 to 2T versus temperature of poly-crystaHine

(top panel) and epitaxial (bottom panel) thin film Lao.,.Cao,,MnQ,.b) magnelroresistance as a

function of applied field taken at 25 and lOOK.

This could explain why the low-field rnagnetroresistance becomes more and more

dominant 88 the tempemtun: is decreased. Spin-dependent 5Cllttering of polW"ized

conduction carriers is the dominant mechanism describing spin-valve effects in metallic

GMR multilayers [58].

Hwang et 31. [50} offered a different explanation to the low-field magnetroresistance

effect observed below the curie temperature. The compared the magnctoresistive

properties of single-crystalHne and polycrystalline L8cJ67SrO.JJMnO,and also observed

LFMR (low field magnetroresistance) in the polycrystalline samples, which was absent in

the single crystaL They suggested dtllt the effect was due to spin-dependent tunneling

between adjacent grains separated by an insulating grain boundary constituting a tunnel
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barrier for the spin-polarized conduction electrons. Also within this model the low-field

magnetroresistance can be explained by the alignment of magnetizations of neighboring

grams.

Spin-dependent scattering or spin-dependent tunneling can explain the low-field

magnetroresistance but fail to explain the linear high-field magnetroresistance. Evetts et.

at [51] suggested that the high-field magnetroresistance is associated with a magnetically

mesosoopic disordered interface layer present in the vicinity of grain boundaries (fig

2.12). The transport mechanism in the interface layer is the same as in the bulk parts of

the grains, but the layer has depressed curie temperaturc and magnetization, which could

be caused by strain, defects and weakened or abscnt bonds near the grain surface. The

high-field MR oould be related to alignment of spins in the disordered inter-fuce layer.
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YIgllFe 2.12: Schematic il1ustratiOltof grain_boundary transport in a polycrystalline mixed-

voJence manganite.

Figure 2.12: Schematic illustration of grain-boundary transport in a polycrystalline

mixed-valence manganite. Each grain COltstitules a single magnetic domain. The

conduction electrons show a high degree of spin polarization inside the grains. When

traveling across the grain boundary oonduction electrons may be subject to a strong spin-

dependent SCllttering,which can be reduced if a low external magnetic field aligns the

magnetizations of the two grains. Spin alignment in the disordered surface layers gives

raise to high-filed magnetroresistance,
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2.5 Clusical double exchange modt!

Jonker and Santen discovered the strong correlation between ferromagnetism and

metallic conductivity in doped manganites .That ferromagnetism as arising from an

indirect coupling between the manganese ions (MnJ+, Mn4) via the caries.

In the parent compound LaMnOJ , the manganese ( Mn ) ion is a trivalent oxidation {

MnJ} state having electronic configuration 3lf with three electrons occupy the t2, levels

and are coupled to II core spin S = 312 by the strong intraatomic Hunds coupling and the

fourth electron (itinerant) occupies one of the energetically degenerate Cs orbitals. The

basic idea of double exchange is that the configurations,

$= Mnl+ _0 _Mn4+

<1l=Mn4+_0 _MnJ+

are degenerate leading to a de1oealization of the hole on the Mn4+ site or electron on the

MnJ+ site .

CreltioD of llhol.

•• -I- I
-l-jCry,,,,,"'''j

t~ -l- -I- -l- -l- -l-
Mn:t+d4 Mn4i-d3

(.j ~j

Figure2.t3. The splittingof the t""ami e.barnl inLa,~A.MnO,

The transfer of an electron simultaneously from Mnl+ to d- and from Ol- to Mn4+, this

process is a real eharge transfer process and involves overlap integral between Mn and 0

orbitals. Because of strong Hund's coupling JH, the transfer-amx element has finite value

only when the core spins of the Mn ions aligned ferromagnetica!1y. The Hund's coupling
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of degenerate state lifts the degeneracy and the system resonates between <IIj and <112if

the core spins are parallel, leading to simultaneous ocrorreoce of metallic conductivity

and feJT(lmagnetism.

1.5.1 Importllnee of classical dOllble nchange model

The double exchange (DE) model can explain the transport properties of manganites

qualitatively. This mechanism is very important for understanding the comple:<behaviour

of manganites. This classical model has been deeply studied and in cerrain regimes,

qualitative agreement with experiments has been found. In particular, magnetic properties

are hetter described than electric properties (there is not a mctal- insulator transition for

DEl.But some manganites, a~ hole doped LaI_.Sr,MnO], are metallic for the whole range

of temperatures Fig 2.14. The fact is that lattice distortions complete with the bandwidth

(as is the case ofLaI.,Sr,MnO,) implies a more efficient double- exchange interaction. In

fact, Varma [59] and, more recently, Lyanda- Geller et af. [60] have pointed out that John

-cHcr phonons are not necessary [0 get the metal insulator transition and double-exchange

plus disonler, which leads to localization as proposed. Moreover double-exchange has

shown a much richer phenomenology than expected in the beginning.

• III I. •• 2lIt ••• _ ••• ••• eo
t., _.(1:)

Figuu 2.14: Temperature dependences of resistivity lUIder zero magnetic field
(wlid lines and under IT dotted line>for La".,cao,Mno" La",,(Ca,Pb), "MnO, and
Lilo,Sr"MnO, [59j.
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2.5.1 Drawbacb of double exchange models aud !IUbseqnent theories

Although double exchange mechanism is clearly important for understanding the

behaviour of manganites pcrovskite, it is nnt enough [61,62,63].This model can alone

would not be able to explain the experimental facts. It can not explain its high resistivity

fast doping depcndency, and incorrect behaviour in resistivity for T< Te. DE can not

describe the huge magnitude of the CMR effect, underestimates the resistivity values in

the paramagnetic phase by several orders and can oot account for the existence of various

antiferromagnetic phases, charge I orbital ordering, phase separation scenario and strong

lattice effects/anomalies seen experimentally due to its ioherent limitation for several

manganites. Millis et al. [63] incorporated the idea that double exchange alone does not

explain the resistivity of Laj.,Sr,MnO). They calculated the resistivity within the double-

exchange model including spin fluctuations and found that resistivity decreases below To

and a positive magnetoresistance abovc To, both featlm'S in contradiction to the

experimental results. They also argued that the electron-phonon coupling due to tbe

dynamic Jahn-Teller distortion plays an important role, and that a strong intetplay

between electron-phonon coupling, including charge localization, and lIunds coupling,

generating a FM metallic phase, is responsible for the observed properties ofnumganites.

2.5.3 Jahn - Teller distortion

The double exchange (DE) is the basic mechanism underlying the transport properties of

the manganites. This exchange is not be sufficient to explain the experimental results.

The strong electron-phonon coupling in manganites is mainly caused by the Jahn-TeHer

on effect ofMnH. The IT effect causes local distortion of the crystal structure in which

some of the MuD bonds become shorter and other longer. This breaks the local cubic

symmetry and splits the degeneracy of the e! levels on that site .By occupying the orbital

with the lowest energy,the ei electron can become effectively self-trapped to form

together with the surrounding deformcd lattice and a quasi-particle called lanice polaron

or Jahn-Teller polaron .This transport of lattice and spin distortions is also called as

magnetic - polaron. alculation by Millis et aI. (64] predict the localization of charge

carriers by temporal and spatial IT distortions around and above To. This would lead 10
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the observed activated resistivity behaviour in the paramagnetic phase below T" the self

~ trapping of carriers ends leading to a relaxation orthe lattice and an enhancement orlbe

conductivity .In this theory JT coupling and DF. are needed to explain the properties in

the various magnetic phases. This leads to thc prediction of lower more correct Te values,

and can explain the high resistivily and large CMR effect in manganites. Simply lattice

distortion occurs due to their different atomic sizes, crystal structure and different

magnetic moments,

Distorted perovskite cubic structure showed in fig 2,\' A simple inspection is enough to

discover sources for distortion .Cations A and B can have very different sizes, producting

tilting and twisting oCthe oxygen octahedral [67-69].This distortion can be estimated by

the so called Goldschmidt tolerance factor:

where r is the Si7.eSof the different ions in the system. f'" I for a cubic lattice and

decrease as the difference in size between A and B increases. It has been found that for

oxides and fluorides the perovskite strncture types are stable in the below range

1.0~r ~0.77

Tilting of the octahedral can be measured with the distortion of the Mn-O-Mn bond angle

Band EF 1800 for cubic syrrunetry .For particular composilions, 9 can range 150° to 180°.

Orbital overlapping decreases with the distortion and the relation between the W and 0

has been estimated as W a; Cosl 9[70]. Bandwidth is closely related to the mllgllitude of

the critical temperature Te which could be increased by chemical pressure, namely, by

choosing the right cations A and B (or, equivalently, by the application of external

ptessure),Two parameters are important here, the mean value of the cation sizes

(rAID) and its variance (T' '" (r' AlIi) - (rA1Ii) 1[68].1n the ideal case (Tl = 0, a Tc as large

as 520K COllldbe achieved. Another source of distortion 10 be Iaken into account is the
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larger size ofMn'+ (- 0.72) respect to Mn4+(- 0.5). This leads to a breathing distortion

mode as sllown in Fig -2.15.

Figure 2.15; Q, and Ql are the two Jahn - Teller modes of distortion of the oxygen octahedral

associated to the splitting of the e. levels of MnJ+[71). These particular cases correspond 10Q, >

o and Q,> 0 is the breathingdistortionthat occur.;due lothe different sizes ofMnH and Mn'+.

Only Iwo type of distortion (modes of vibmtions) are relevant for the splitting of e3
doublet i.e. IT distortion: Q2 and QJ which are sho\WI in Fig 2.15. The 03 is a tetragonal

distortion which results in elongation or contraction of Mn06 octahedra However in case

ofmangBllites the effective distortion is thc basal plane distortion (called as O:!mode) in

which one diagonally opposite 0 pair is displaced outwards and the other pair displaced

inward. As Mn4+ does not have an electron in the eg states, it will not act as JT ion

.Lattice distortion of the octahedral can 1:>estatic or dynamic. When the carriers have

ccrtain mobility, the distortion ofMn'+ and Mn4+ions is random and changes with time.

Therefore, electron - phonon coupling arises and, in fact, Millis et aL[64].and Roder et

al.[72) have claimed that it is necessary to take account if the lattice vibration to explain

~ change in CUfVlItul1lof the resistivity close to Te .Moreover , due to large Hunds

coupling, magnetic polamns can be fonned [64] . The locali7.ation nfthe carrier in lattice

and/or magnetic polamns can explain the activated behaviour of the resistivity for DTo

.When the bandwith is nalTOW;the localization induced by lattice deformations is much

relevant and leads to charge/orbital ordering and stripe fonnation [73,74J.
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2.5.4 Pbue dilIgl'llm and resistivity

Phase diagram of doped perovskite manganites arc exceptionally rich with different

magnetic as well as structural phases. The phase diagrams thaI have been established so

far for different compounds e.g. Lal_xCa~MnOJ, La1..•Ba.,MnOJ,LaI_.Sr.MnOJ etc. are

constructed from detailed measurements of macroscopic physical quantities such as

resistivity, susceptibility and magnetization on single crystal and bulk ceramic samples

[75]' Even though the phase diagram of each composition is different due to the variation

in sizes of different atoms involved but they have some common features. LaI_xCa~Mno,

is a good candidate material for basic understanding and hence its phase diagram has

been described in detail. CMR manganites are oxides of the type RI., A,Mn03. where R

denotes a rare ew1h and A is a divalent, often alkaline earth element. Much interest has

been devoted to the CMR manganites, since these displays a diversified phase diagram.

t;11I
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F'igun 2.16 Phase diagram of temperature versus tolerance factor for Ao,A' 0-O-~ MnO" where A

is a trivalent ion and A' a divalent ion. Open symbols denote To determined by magnetization

measurements and closed symbols denote To determined by resistivity measurements. All data

were takenwhile warming.

In figure 2.16 at low temperature the resistivity is metallic, rising sharply while going

through the ferromagnetic transition and showing semiconducting behavior in the

panunagrletic phase in the case of ell doping, whereas the resistivity in the case of Sr
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doping remains metallic above the curie temperature .accordingly , the ferromagnetic

transition in this case compound is accompanied by a metal- insulator transition as

evidence by the resistivity rise and the negative temperature coefficient of the resistivity

in most compounds above Tc .

2.6 Models of mllnganite:ll

Perovskite manganites have a large potential for applications based on their various

physical and chemical properties [76,77]. The magnetic field sensitivity of the transport

properties, the strong metal rnsullllor transition at the curle temperature, thc electric field

polarizability of the m!llerial and its subsequent effect on the transport properties, the half

metallicity of the electronic bands, etc. are properties of the rare earth manganites that

could be exploited in a variety of devices. Based on the properties, a nwnber of device

approaches are being explored and few of them are described below.

(1) The magnetroresistance of manganites might be used in magnetic sensors,

magnetoresistive read head, and magnetoresistive random ae<;ess memory. Magnetic

sensors can be made from either thin films or single crystals and can be used to sense too

magnitude of a magnetic field in one or several directions by choosing the right crystal

form and de- magnetizing factor. A good low field magnetoresistive response however,

can be obtained in ffianganite samples with a high density of grain boundaries and in

tunnel spin value structures. One of the first working devices of this kind was constructed

by Sun et al.[78].

(2) The electric field effect has also been observed in manganites. Here the top layer can

be paramagnetic, such as SffiO, (79], or a ferroelectric layer, such as PbZro.2TiosO:Jand

the bottom layer is a CMR material, but the changes are more profound is the case of

PbZro,2TiosO, wbere only 3% change in the cllannel resistllllcc is measured over a period

of 45 min at room temperature whieh makes this material attractive for nonvolatile field ~

effect device application (80,81].
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(3) The large temperature coefficient ofresistanee (TCR) calculated as (l/RXdRldT) just

below the resistivity peak makes these CMR materials interesting for use in bolometric

detectors [82-84]. Bolometer is an instrument for detecting and measuring radilllion

(4) Since the properties of the CMR materials are quite spectacular III reduced

temperatures, Le. below 100 K, so at these low temperatures, the combination of high -

Tc superconducting cuprates thin films and CMR manganites could lead to Hybird

lffSC- CMR structures [85,86].

(5) Chcmical applications include catalysis SIIch as catalysis for automobile exhausts,

oxygen sensors and solid electrolytes in fuel cells. The catalytic activity is associated

with the MnJ+ _ Mn4+mixed valence and the possibility of forming oxygen vacaocies in

the solid 187,88].

2.7 Magnetie-ba~ dev:iCl.'

Recent progress in oxide perovskites thin film technology has led to the discovery of a

large negative magnetroresislance at room temperature which open up new avenues for

applicatioos in diverse areaoftechnology such as magnetic random access memories and

reads heads for hard disc drives. Based on the properties ofmanganites, a number of

device approaches are being explored, some of which are discussed here briefly.

(i) Magnetic field sensors (a) using the CMR effect in a film, (b) using a spin

valve structure and (c) as a microwave CMR sensors. The industrial

requirements for a magnetic sensor are operation at room temperature and up

to 400 K, at least a 20"10 MR at a field 10 mT applied field, temperature

dependent CMR values over 350 :J: 50 K and acceptable noise values. The

current thinking is that oxide-based CMR sensors will have maximwn impact

only on memory systems approaching densities of 100 GB cm-,2.
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(ii) Electric field cffect devices (a) usmg a SrTi01 gate lIIId (b) IISlng a

ferroelectric gate. Field effect transistors (FEn based on CMR channels show

some interesting characteristics depending on the dielectric layer on top as to

whether it is a paraelectric layer such as STO, or a ferroelectric layer such as

PZT. The advantage of these devices unlike conventional NVRAM would be

that the reading of the state of the memory would be direct since the resistance

is considerably different.

(iii) Low temperature hybrid HTS-CMR devices: As the properties of CMR

materials are quite spectacular at reduced temperatures, i.e., below lOOK,

there may some advantages to integrating them with lfl'S devices.

(iv) Room Temperature Bolometric Infrared (lR) Sensors: Due to the advance in

thermoelectric cooling, materials with high thermal nonllnearities in the

temperature range of 250 to 300 K are potential candidates for bolometric

sensors.
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Flgure2.17: Optical response ofa film ofLCMO{c1osed circles) in comparison with the

TCR (open circles). The curve is sho\'ffi in the inset.

The commercial bolometers based on VOxused nowadays use temperature coefficient of

resistance (TeR) values around 2.5% to 4%. In comparison TCR values ranging from 8%

to 1s<'A,arc possible in the LeMO manganites over the same temperature ronge (figure.

2.17).
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Cbapter-3

Sample preparation and characterization

Experimental methods of sample preparation and characterization technique employed in

synthesis of manganese oxide materials are described briefly in this chapter. The

apparatus that we used in the measurements also described here.

3.1 Preparation of the samples

Samples can he prepared mainly using any of the following method:

I. Solid state reaction method

2. Solution method.

3. Melt- quenched or glass ceramic method.

4. Thin film method.

3.1.l Solid state reaction method

In solid stale reaction method appropriate amounts of two or more chemicals are

carefully grind together and mixed thoroughly in a mortar and pestle or ball mills.

Grinded powders are then calcined in air or oxygen at a temperature above 7SO"C for

several hours. This process is continued for several times until the mixture is converted

into the correct crystalline phase. This calcined material are then grinded to flne powders

and pelletized in a hydraulic press followed by sintering at different temperature below

the melting point of the materials in air or any controlled atmosphere.

3.1.2. SolutioD method

In this method appropriate amount of solid chemicals are at first dissolved in nitric acid.

This solution is then dried and then followed by calcination and sintering treatments.

Some times water soluble materials such as nitrates are used for synthesizing

supereonducting ceramic materials. The nitrates are dissolved in water and then dried and

calcined in a way similar to the solid state reaction method.
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3.1.3 Melt-queDebed or gbw: eeramic method

Tn this method appropriate amounts of mixed powder are takw in oxide or carlJonate

crucible and calcined for one to two hours below the melting point of the material. After

calcinations tbe powders arc melted at few hundred-degree celsius above the melting

temperature and held there for a couple of hours. The melts are then poured into a cold

iron Of brass plate and pressed quickly by another plate to I to 2 mm thick sheets. The

glasses thus obtained are then annealed at suitable temperature for different periods of

time in air or in any controlled atmospbere.

3.1.4 Thin film metbod

Thin films ofsuperconducting materials have been very successfully fabricated using the

procedure like, evaporation, sputtering, ion beam sputtering, laser evaporation etc.

Evaporation is conceptually the simplest of all the deposition techniques. In practice,

however, some of the most sophisticated applll'atus are used to evaporate epitaxial films

of materials under very controlled conditions and these systems are more accurately

called molecular electron beam epitaxy system (MBEIEBE). The technique involved

utilizes a vacuum system to remove most of the contaminating gases from the deposition

chamber. Typical pressures that are obtained in simple evaporations are in the 10.7torr

range until the MEB\EBE system requires pressures ofless than 10-10 torr. The elements

or compounds to be evaporated are heated in crucibles by either resistive heating

clements or by electron beam heating. Typical evaporations have more than one

evaporation source, and it is possible to obtain systems with as many as si" independent

sources. The high temperature produced in these sources cause the vapor pressure of tbe

evaporation rise to a level at which a significant amount of these materials can be

collected on a substrate that is located on a direct optical path from the evaporate. The

substrate can typically be at a variety of temperatures, ranging from 17K to

approximately l300K depending on the required microstructure of the final film. The

substrate materials are sappllires AhO" MgO, silicon ete.
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3.2.1. Materilli synthesis lind IIIImplepreparatioo

In the present investigation samples were prepared using conventional solid state reaction

method. Appropriate amounts of two or more chemical compounds are carefully mixed

and grainding in a mortar or pestle or by ball milling with acetone for homogenization.

Ground powders are then calcined in air or in oxygen at a temperature above 1373 K

(1100°C) for several hours to remove the unwanted oxides present in the chemicals. Then

these are reground and reheated. This process is continued until the mixture is converted

into the correct crystalline phase. This calcined material are then ground to fine powders

and palletlzed in a hydraulic press afterwards sintering at different temperatures except

helow the melting point of the materials in air or any controlled atmosphere.

Soilltion method, glass ceramic method, thin film method etc. are some of the common

methods which used for the preparation oCtbe sample.

3.2.2. Physicals properties

To study the samples physical properties they need to be characterized in different ways.

In the present investigation, powder X-ray diffraction is employed to characterize

homogeneity of the crystalline power. It would be provide the necessary feedback to

improve the preparations method nfthe grOWIImaterials.

3.2.3. Preparation ofthe preHnt SlImples

Polycrystalline samples were prepared using the conventional Solid --State reaction

technique. Stoichiometric amounts of raw materials La,Oj (99.99"10). DylO, (99.99"10)

• srCo, (99.99%), MneO, (99.99%). F~O, (99.99%), NiO (99.99%) were well

mixed then calcined at ll000c in air for 24 hours. The resulting powder samples were

then reground and sintered at 1100°C for 48-50 hours in air with one intermediate

grinding. Before the final sintcring step at I100°C for 24 hours, the samples were pressed

into pellets. The pallets was placed in an alumina boat and inserted into the furnace for

sintering and oxidation. All the pallets were sintered at II000c in the fumllCe in air

atmosphere. The resulting pellets were subjected to electric and magnetic investigation.

The specimen's crystallinity and structure were checked by X-ray diffractometry.
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3.2.4. Metlwdology

The DC electrical resistivity for various polyerystalHne samples was measured from

room temperature down to liquid nitrogen temperature using stander four-probe method.

The temperature dependcnce of normalized resistivity, pi Po at zero applied magnetic

field for various polycrystalline samples and the corresponding behavior in presence of

O.7T applied magnetic field have been investigated. Magnetoresistance measurements

were carried nut in a magnetic field of around O.7T in the temperature range 78 K to 300

K.

3.3, Lllttice pbtnes lind Bragg's law

X-rays interact with electrons in atoms. Whcn x-ray photons collide with electrons, some

photons from the incident beam will be deflected away from the directiOll where they

originally travel, much like billiard balls bouncing off one another. The scattered x-rays

carry information about the electron distribution in materials. And the inelastic scattering

process (Compton Scattering), x-rays transfer some of their energy to the electrons and

the scattered x-rays will have different wavelength than the incident x-rays.

•••••••••••••••
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Figure 3.1: Bragg's law of difftactiOlL(a) Different forms of lattice planes, (b) Different forms

atontS.

The peaks in an X-ray diffraction pattern are directly related to the atomic distance. Let

us consider an incident X-ray beam interacting with the atoms arranged in a periodic
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manner as shown in figure 3.1. The atoms, represented as black. spheres in the graph, can

be viewed as forming different sets of planes in the cryslal (lines in graph on (a)).

For a given set of lattice plane with an inter - planner distance of d, the condition for a

diffraction 10occur can be simply written as lattice

This is known as Bragg's law. When; is the wavelength 4 of the X-ray, (} is the

scattering angle and n is an integer representing the order of the diffraction peak.

3.4.The van der Panll' method
The van der Pauw technique [1,2] is based on four point measurements, provided that

certain condition are fulfilled:

• The contacts skould be on the circumference of the samples (or very close

to the boUl1daryas possible)

• The contacts should be sufficiently small (or as close as possible)

• The sample is 10be homogeneous and thin relative to the other dimensions

• The surface ofthe sample is 10be singly connected, i.e. the sample should

not have isolated holes.

c

A
Figure 3.2: The four electrical contactson the circumferenceofthe discs shaped samples
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Figure ]2 shows the four contacts on the circumference of the discs shaped (irregular

shaped) .sample.

For a fixed temperature, we define resistance RAB("IJas the potential difference is Vn-Vc

between the contacts D and C per unit current lABthrough the contacts A and B. The

current enters the sample through the contact A and leaves it through the contact B .

.() I)

........... (3.2)

Van der Pauw technique is based on the theorem that between RAB.CDand RBc.UAthere

exists the simple relation:

exp (_ Jfd RABeu )+ exp (_ mJ RoeDA )=1 (].])
p p

Where d is the thickness ofthe uniform dice shaped sample and p is the resistivity of the

material. If d and the RABeo and RueDA are knOWIl,then in Eq ].3, p is the only

unknown quantity .

In the general case, it is not possible to express p explicity in known functions. The

solutions can, however, be written in the from

p(T)=- "" (RAB£D +Roc "" '1J RAJJCDJ (3.4)
In2 2 YlRIlt',1JA

Where f is It factor which is a function only of the ratio R.-.BcolRocUAand satisfies the

relation
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Figure 3.3: The function f(Q) for determining the resistivity of the sample.

Ifwe assume RADcoiRBCV,,=Q, then eq. 3.5 becomes

Q-l =Larccosh{e)<P(ln2f i)l (3.6)
Q+1 [02 2

A plot of me function is shown in figure 3.3.

3.5: Apptil'lltus used for the preseut investigation

3.5.1 Description ofliquid nitrogen cryostat

A liquid nitrogen cryostat is designed for the purpose of low temperature magneto-

transport measurements. It is made up of nonmagnetic concentric stainless steel tubes. It

consists of two parts (upper part and tower part) and each part consists ofthree concentric

tubes of three different dimensions. The outer diameter of the upper part of the cryostat is

7.6 em and inner diameter is 3.2 em. The outer diameter for lower part is 3.8 em and

inner diameter is 3.2 em. It has three chambers as shown in Figure 3.1. Outer chamber is

called vacuum chamber the middle one is cryogen (liquid nitrogen) chamber and the
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innermost chamber is SIII11plespace. Thickness of the wall of each chamber is about 0.2

crn. In the top of the second chamber there are two small pipes connected over the

stainless steel plate of upper part of the cryoslllt, one for inlet of liquid nitrogen and the

other for outlet of nitrogen gas. The lower part (20 cm long and 3.8 cm diameter) of the

cryostat is shorter and narrower compared to the upper part (85 cm long and 7.6 cm

diameter). It is made in such a way that the lower part of the cryostat can easily move

between the pole pieces of the home made electromagnet. A stainless steel plate connects

the lower part and upper part The top of the upper part is sealed by another stainless slecl

plate. In the innennost chamber (sample space) there is a SlIIIIplerod which is made up of

stainless steel tube and a flat copper bar. The diameter of the sample rod is chosen in such

a manner thaI it can easily move through the sample space. The top of the sample rod and

innermost tubes are air tight connected with a union socket. A thennocouple is used for

the measurement of temperature of the sample. It was observed that if the cryostat is

filled with liquid nitrogen than il takes about 150 minutes to warm up 10 room

temperature.

U;: ••• 1

-
Figart: 3.4: Schematicdiagram of the liquid nitrogen cryosllIt.
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,3.5.2 Description of e!ectTom.gnet

To study magneto-transport properties of manganese pcrovskites the electromagnet used

is shown in Figure 3.5. Materials play an importallt role for designing an electromagnet.

Normally soft iron with a very 10\~ coercive field and low hysteresis is used for the

magnet pole pieces. Commercial mild steel bar is used for the body of the electromagnet

and soft iron cylindrical rod for pole pieces, which are available in the local market

(Dhaka, Bangladesh).

Figure 3.5: PhotographoftJie electromagr>Ot.

The major parts of the electromagnets are base, pole piece holder. pole pieces and coils.

Base of the electromagoet is made up of a parallelepiped shaped mild steel bar of

dimeosion 36 em x 19 em x 8 em. Pole piece holder of the electromagnet is also made

from commercial mild steel bar. Two pole piece holders are attached to both side of the

base with L type bolt. Each pole piece holder is a para11elepiped of dimension 32 emxl9

emx8 em. Pole pieces (cylindrical soft iron of final diameter 9.2 em) are attached in these

holders in such a way so that we can vary the pole gap. The Pole gap may vary from 0-10

cm. As the lower part of our cryostat has outer dimension 3.8 em, pole gap of this size

will be suitable for the magnet operation.
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Figure 3.6: Calibmtion curveof the electromagnet.

Two induction coils for two po1ellielX'S have been made with insulated copper wire of

No. S. W. G 14. The length or each of the coils is 12 em. The number oftums in each

layer of the coil is 58 lllId total number of layers is 44. So the total number of turns is

2552. The resistance of each coil is about 8 n. The weight of each coil is aboul 40 Kg.

Two coils are set in the pole pieces of tile electromagnet. They are connected in parallel

combination with the de power supply. Calibration curve orthe electromagnet is given in

Figure 3.6.

3.5.3 Description of the sample rod

A sample rod is used for four-point resistance measurement. This is a hollow stainless

steel tube. The upper part is connected with multi-pin connecWl1l and lower part has a

copper sample holder as shown in figure. The sample rod is COJU1ectedwith the cryostat

by a union socket. A schematic diagram or the sample rod is shown in figure 3.7. This

sample probe is used for four point resistance measurements. The temperature of the

sample was measured using a thermocouple.
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Multi-pin connectors

Hollow tube

Connecting wire

Sample

Figure J.7: Schematicdiagramof the sample rod.

3.5.4. Magnetoresistance mea1lurement setup

Magnetoresistance measurements were canied out using the homely made cryostat and

an electromagnet. Figure 3.8 shows !he schematic diagram of the magnetroresistance

measuremenL

FIgure 3.8: Schematicdiagramof magnet and cryostat assembly lor magnetroresistaI1ce
measurements.
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The standard four point technique was used for resistance measurements. All samples for

test are mounted on a probe and inserted in the sample well of the cryostat. The

temperature of the sample is measured with a thermocouple placed close to the sample. A

micro voltmeter was placed with the thermocouple to measure the voltage related to the

temperature. The sample current is sourced with a constant current source and voltage

drop is measure with micro voltmeter. For magnetrorcsistance measurements, the

electromagnet is powered with a power supply. The system is capable of creating a field

up to O.86T for a current of 18A.
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Chapter-4

Results and Discussion

The transport properties of the polycrystalline bulk samples of

(La"Dy.,Sr, ,XMn'_xFe. INi.)o, (with x...;}.O,0.1,0.2) sintered at temperature I 100°C

and constant hydrosla!ic pressure were studied. The results of DC electrical

measurements including resistivity, phase transitions and magnetoresistive properties

were measured from room temperature (Rndown to liquid nitrogen temperature {LNln.
Magnetoresistance (MR) measurements were carried out and the MR behaviour was

discussed as a function of magnetic field both at room temperature and at liquid nitrogen

temperature. Activation energies for these polycrystaHine samples were also calculated in

this experiment.

4.1 X-ray diffraction analysis

X-ray diffraction analysis was performed on the investigated polyerystalline samples to

examine phase purity and homogeneity. Figure 4.1 shows the X-ray diffraction pattern

for various sample (LaL.DyQ,Sr,.lXMn1_,Fe,f Ni.)o, (with x=O.O,0.1, 0.2). The X-ray

diffraction was recorded with a powder diffractometer using the MoKe. radiation (1..=

0.710689 A). For the structure determination, diffraction patterns were recorded in the 2E1

range from tOOto 70°. Table 4.1 shows the comparative peak position (in angle) observed

for the samples. The peaks in an X-ray diffraction pattern are directly related to the

atomic distan<:e.Form the peaks in an X-ray diffraction pattern the inter-planner distance

dhk:lis measured using Bragg's law

dwSin9 = nA (4.1)

where 1..is the wavelength of the X-ray and 9 is the scattering angle of the diffraction

peak. From thc X-ray diffraction patterns it have seen that all the samples showed the

identical peak positions which confirmed the single phase with no significant trace of

impurity in chemical composition of the samples.
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Figure 4.1: X-ray diffraction patterns of polycrystaJ1ine bulk samples.
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Table 4.1:X-ray diffraction peak positions for various polycrystalline samples

Sample X_raydift'ractktD pellk poaitiUD20(degnc)

Cumpusitiuos lR 2 3 ~ ~ 6 I ~
(La, oDYo,ScI.')Mn,o, 14.4 17.60 20.72 25.56 29.68 3328 39.80

(La, oDY.,Sr, ,XMn, .,FQo.,)O, 14.64 J8.00 20.88 25.6 29.96 33.44 39.80

{La, oDY."Scu)(Mn, oJ'eo,)O, 14.48 18.00 20.80 25.92 29.80 33.60 39.96

{LA, ,Oy...,Sr, J(Mn ••Ni. ,)0, J4.60 17.96 20.80 25.60 29.16 33.44 39.68

(La, ,Dy.,ST, ,){Mn.••N;.,)O, 14.72 18.00 20.88 25.68 29.80 33.68 39.80

4.2 DC electri~1 resistivity

The normalized DC electrical resistivity fo< vanous

(La] J)yolSru)(M0z_,NiJFe,.}01 polycrystalline samples prepared for doping levels

x=o.O, 0.1, 0.2 and sintered at temperature I100°C for 24 hours in air were measured as a

function of temperature from room temperature (300K) down to liquid nitrogen

temperature (78K) by standard four probe method. The temperature depeodence of

normalized resistivity plPo at zero applied magr>etic field fnr varinus polycrystallioe

samples and corresponding behaviour in presence of O.IT applied magnetic field was

investigated. The applied magnetic field was perpendicular to the current flow in the

sample.

The temperature dependence of nonnalized reslstzvlty plPo of the double layered

perovskitc manganites (La,,Dy"Sr, ,XMn,_,Fe.)o, with different concentrations

x =0.0,0.1,0.2 at zero magnetic field and at the presellCe ofO.IT magnetic field are shown

in figure 4.2 and 4.3.
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Figure 4.2: NorrnaIized resistivity as a function of temperature for (La, .•Dy, ,Srl.l.XMo, .•Fe,)O;
with x"'O.O,0.1 and D.2 at OT magnetic field.
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Figun: 4.3: Nmmalized resistivity as a function of temperature for (La, ,Dy. ,Sr, ,)(Mn:>-xFeJO,
with x~0.0, 0.1 and 0.2 at O.7Tmagnetic field
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From figures 4.2 and 4.3 it is observed that for aU samples resistivity fIrSt increase with

the decrease in temperature, and show a melal- insulator transition with a peak in the

electrical resistivity p, at a temperature Tp. For T>Tp resistivity decreases with the

increase "f temperature. For insulating behaviour it is nnted that dpldT<O for T>Tp. But

for T<T P' the sample showed metallic character with dpldT>O. Concentrating on the

behaviour of temperature dependence of resistivity it is observed that Tr decreases but

resistivity increases with the external magnetic field which is sho'MI in the table 4.2.

Dorr et.al.[l] observed a metal insulator transition near a ferromagnetic ordering

temperature which is associated with a large negative magnetroresistance for the double

layered polycrystalline bulk samples La2-l,Srl+:zxMn207with doping levels ofx = 0.3 and

0.5.

Asano ct.al.[2] reported the results on the MR properties of epitaxial film and

polycrystalline bulk samples of double layered perovskite L!ll.l.<Ca1+2,Mn:PI (x =0.3).

Large MR effect at temperature around {he metal -insulator transition was observed for

both samples.

Sasith tll.af. [3] have measured magnetoresistive properties of Gd doped polycrystalline

samples of Ruddlesden-Popper series (La,.,Sr,MIMn2o, (n=2), sintered at temperature

l1000C for 24 hrs in air, from room temperature down to liquid nitrogen temperature

using standard four-probe technique. In the measurements of Dorr et.al.[l], Asano

et.al.[2j, and Basith et.al. [3], the exhibited electrical and magnetic transport properties in

this double-layered manganites were described by double-exchange mechanism.

The layered perovskite manganites (La,.,DJ,,+lMnn01't1 the transport behavior the

simultaneous ferromagnetic and metal- insulator transition can be understood within the

li'amework of double-exchange model proposed by Zener [4]

The parent material (LaDy)2SrMnlO, is a charge transfer insulator. When divalent Sf

ions are substituted in place of trivalent La to produce La16Dy0.2Srj2Mn207, charge
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neutrality is disturbed. To keep the material neutral a part ofMn valency changes from

Mol->to Mn4+ in the following manner

In !he La2SrMn20; in wbicll only MnJ+exists. The presence of Mn4+,due to the doping,

enables the es electron of Mnl-> ion to hop to the neighboring Mn4+ ion via DE which

ultimately mediates ferromagnetism and conduction.

In !he last few years, there have been considerable reports on the effects of Mn-site

substitution by elements such as Fe, Co, Ni, AI, Cr etc. Kasper et.al.[SJ showed that with

Fe doping at the Mn site caused to decrease of metal, insulator t11lllsitiontemperature.

Xianyu et.al.[6] studied Fe doped La].xSrxMnOJ system. They also reported wi!h increase

of x, metal-insulator transition temperature increases, becomes maximum at x9).4 and

then decreases.

In the present investigation the normalized resistivity increases with increasing Fe

content and the transition temperature is decreased. When trivalent Fe ions are substituted

in place of trivalent Mn to produce (LaI6DYo2SrI.2XMn2-,fe.)0; a part of Mn valence

changes from MnJ+ to Fcl• in !he following manner

When Fe is substituted in place of Mn, !he disorder introduced by the Fe doping

combined with the replacement of some of !he Mn-O-Mn bonds by Mn-(}'Fe bonds:
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This observation can be explained considering the supcr-cxchange intemctions in the

orbital disordered state the exchange interaction MnJ+-O-Mn* is positive, at the same

time the exchange Fe* ...()_MnJ+is negative[7], so the substitution of Mn* with FeJ+ lead

to decrease of transition temperature.

Figures 4.4 and 4.5 show the nonnalil.ed resistivity as a function of temperature for

double layered perovskite samples (Lal J)yo2Sru)(Mn2.,Ni,)(}, with x= 0.0, 0.1 and 0.2
at zero magnetic field and at the presence of 0.7T magnetic field respoctively. In those

figure all the samples showed a metal-insulator transition with a peak in the electrical

resistivity around M-I transition temperature, Tp like the previous double layered

samples. Here the increases llfNi doping concentration the resistivity increases but M-I

transition temperature, Tpdecreases,

When Mn is substituted by Ni, the combination ofNi:l-+and Mnol+has been observed to be

favourable. When divalent Ni ions are substituted in place of trivalent Mn to producc

(LaI6Dyo2Srd(Mn2.-.Ni.J07 charge neutrality is disturbed. To keep the material neutral

a part ofMn valence changes from Mn4+to Ni2+in the following manner

With the doping some of the Ni2+..()_Ne+ bonds and also some of the Mn'" ..().. Mn4+

bonds, which are coupled antiferromagnetically with the nearest neighbours appears.

When Ni is substituted in place of Mn. the disorder introduced by the Ni doping

combined with the replacement of some ofthe Mn"()"Mn bonds by Mn-o-Ni bonds:

NiH..()_NiH
Mn4+..()_Mn4+

Substitution of Mn by Ni destroys the long range ferromagnetic order and it has been

observed that Nj doping at Mn site weakens ferromagnetism in tbe magnetic system.

[B).Thus with the increases of Ni concentration resistivity increases and the metal-

insulator transition temperature decreases.
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Sudiptaet. al.[9] observed with Ni doped Ut,) 1PboJMnl_.Ni,Ol (x=O-O.5) system exhibits

decrease of resistivity and increase of metal-insulator transition tempemture.
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Figure 4.4: Normalized resistivity lIS a function of temperature for (Laj.J)yo~Sru)(Mn,..Ni.)O,
with,,~ 0.0, 0.1 and 0.2 at OTmagnetic field.
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Figure 4.5: Normalized resistivity lIS a function oftempenrture for (La,.J)y"_,SJ",.,XMn,~Ni.)O,

with x= 0.0, 0.1 and 0.2 at O.T[ magnetic field
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Table 4.2: Transition temperatures, Tp and normalized resistivity at the magnetic field OT
and 0.7T

Sample Composition T, ~... T, ~•..
••or ••or _to.71' _to.IT

(La,~Oy.2Sr, ,)Mn,D, 135 2.51 ". 2.42

(La,~Dy.-,Sr, ,)(Mnt.<,F"" ,)0, 12S 4.34 1M 4.19

(La,.ny, ,Sr",)(MnL~Feo,,)O, II' 10.30 1'1 9.49

(La, J)y,-,Sru)(Mn,.9Nl. ,)0., II' 4.68 131 4.81

(La, ~DyD ,Sr ..,)(Mn uNi.,)O., 103 5.24 117 5.68

In this investigation it is also observed that in the presence of 0.7T magnetic field the

value resistivity decrea<;e to lower values but M-I transition temperature, Tp shifts

towards the higher temperature region. Fe and Ni substitution may also favor the charge

carrier delocalization indlK'ed by the magnetic field, which suppresses the resistivity. The

application of magnetic field enhances magnetic spin order and due to this ordering, the

ferromagnetic metallic state suppresses the paramagnetic insulating state, which

ultimately shift Tp towards the higher temperature region.

4.3 Magnetore:silltllnce of varions polycrystalline SIiImples

Magnetoresistance (MR) refers to the relative change in the electrical resistivity of a

material on the application of an external magnetic field. MR is generally defined as

MR% ~ - {p (H) - P (O)}! P (O)x 100

Where p(O) is the resistivily obtained without magnetic field and P(H) is the resistivity

measured under magnetic field 0.7T. The magnetroresistance as a function of magnetic

field for samples(La,_.~o.,Sr,_,XMn2_zFez INi.)o, (x=O.O,0.1, 0.2) were calculated at

room temperature (300K) and at liquid nitrogen temperature (78K). Typical MR curves

as function of magnetic field obtained at room temperature are sho\\lll in figure 4.6. Room
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temperature MR is found to be very low with a mlDl:imumvalue 1.69% with in the range

of 0 to 860 mT and was almost linear with field.

A large value of MR is observed al 78K in the presern:c of low applied magnetic field.

Hence it is clear that the degrees of spin polarization in these manganites are temperature

dependent and increases with decreasing temperature just like R'_xAxMnO:Jmanganites.

At low temperature (78K) the strong linear field dependence of MR exists for a field of

upto H* as shown in figure 4.7. The magnetic field H* designates the boundary of the

two slopes. Beyond H* the magnetroresistance is a weak function of the applied magnetic

field. 10 this work about 27"/0 of the MR is observed at H* = 327 mT, for

(La,.Dy"Sr,,)(Mn,..Nio2)O,. In these cases, applied magnetic field was perpendicular to

the sample. The value of MR the corresponding H* for each sample at the liquid nitrogen

temperature (78K) are shown in table 4.4. It is observed that with the increase of Fe and

Ni doping the percentage of MR is increased .
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Figure 4.(;:MagnelOrcsistance(MR) as a functionof magoetic field at room temperalll1l.'for
variouspolycrystaUinesamples
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figure 4.7: Magnetoresistance(MR) lISa functionof magnetic field at 78Ktemperature for
variouspolycrystallinesamples (Laj..oyo,Sr",)(Mn,.,Fe,.)O;and (La,.•Dy, ,Sr, ,)(MnhNi.}O,
with x- 0.0, 0.1 and 0.2

Table 4.4: Table for H+, MR at H. and Maximum MR at 78K for various polycrystalline
materials

Sample Composition Ma~:::1UD U•. (mT) MR'" mnima.mH'. MR'"
(LzIJoDy",Sr, ,)M",o, 127 12.42 l7.08
(La, oDy02ST,,)(Mn"Fea ,)0, 293 12.57 18.22
(La,.Oy,zSr, iJ(Mnj ,F""i)O, "" m 13.37 17.67
(1..0,,Dy, ,Sr, ,)(Mn, ,Ni, ,)0, 300 17.14 20.94
(La, ,Dy.oSr, ,)(Mn, ,Ni01)O, 327 20.81 27.20

The two slopes MR at low temperature were explained by Akther Hossain ct. al [10] in

following grain and grain boundary model. According tbis model, the materials are

subdivided into domains and low applied field is quite sufficient to align the domain

spins and thus a sharp decrease in MR is observed. But to align the misaligned spins at

the domain boundary region requires much larger field leading to weak field dependence.

At T « T, the material is in the ferromagnetic regime. In the absence of the field the

magneti7..ationof the grain oflbe polycrystalline material will be like that in fig. (a). The
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individual spins at the grain boundary region arc randomly oriCllted. In !he absencc of

the field, a carrier will suffer scattering from the unaligned magnetic domain, as well as

disordered spin at the grain boundary region. By applying a low magnetic field, tbe

magnetization of each grain starts to align tOWltrdsthc direction of the external magnetic

field as fig. (b). However, a large magnetic field is required to align the spins of the grain

boundaries.

Figure 4.8: Schematic illustration of domain-boundary trnnsport in a polycrystalline mixed-

valence m!ll1ganite

The other possible explanation of low field MR effect in thesc manganites is that when

traveling across the grain boundary, conduction electrons may be subjected to a strong

spin-dependent scattering. This scattering is reduced if a low extemal magnetic field can

align the magneti1.atiOltsof the neighbouring grains.

4.4: Activation energy

The insulating-like behaviour of resistivity at temperature above Tp generally can be

explained by activation energy for the samples which is calculated from the slopes of

straight lines using the rellllion

P = P. exP(E.1 KBT) (4.2)

where, Eo is the activationCllergy and Kg is the Boltzmann constant. In figure 4.91npJPo

is plotted against Iff for various (La,,0"Sr, ,XMn,_,Fe,! Ni.)O, (x=O.O,0.1, 0.2)

samples at sintering temperature 110lf C and applied magnetic field 0 T and 0.7 T. Thc
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temperature region is considered from transitiOll temperature to room temperature for the

respective polycrystalline samples.

Activation energy is then given by

Eo= [lnP/PolKa

= slope x Ko •...•.................... (4.3)

The corresponding activation energies for different samples arc given in table 4.5.

Table 4.5: Activation energy (meV) ofthe polycrystalline samples

S.mp~ CmlIJI'O"ition Adl¥.tion el1e~ (meV) Adiv.tioIIeoergy (meV)
<IT aT'

(La,A',~Sr, llM",o, 5.61 5.53
(1,"" Jly, ,sr, iKMn,of"",)0, ,.04 7.99

(1..0,oDYo,Sr,£KMnt,FOo,)O, 12.52 12.35

(Lo,oDY,,Sr, ,J(Mn,,xIo,)O, 7.29 6.44
(La,.,Dyo,Sr, ,J(Mn,,Nlo,)o' 7.97 7.93

Figure 4.9 shows lhat the activation energy with applied 0.7 T magnetic field is smaller

than that of the energy without magnetic field .Allthe samples show very good linear

behavior in the In(p/Po) vs Iff curve which suggest that conduetiOll occurs through a

thermally activated process. [II]
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Chapter-5

Conclusions

MlIgnetoresistive properties of (La, ~YD2Sr12XMn2_xFeJNi,)07 bulk polycrystalline

samples prepared for doping levels (x =0.0,0.1,0.2) and sintered III temperature I 100°C

for 24 hours in air were investigated from room tempenlture down to liquid nitrogen

temperature using standard four-probe technique at an applied magnetic field OT and

0.7T. The structure and phase purity of the samples were cheeked by powered X-ray

diffraction (XRD) using MoK,. radiation by X-ray Diffiactometer .. The XRD patterns

have confirmed the homogenous and single phase perovskite structure of all the samples

with no significant trace of impurity.

In the present investigation all the samples exhibit metal-insulator (M-I) transition when

the temperature is decreased from room temperature down to liquid nitrogen temperatore.

This M-I transition has been interpreted within the framework of Zener double exchange

mecbanism.

Although the magnetic moment of Fe (5jJB) is higher than that ofMn.l+ (4jJB), one can see

that the normalized resistivity increases with increasing Fc content and the transition

temperature is decreased. This observation can be explained considering the super-

exchange interactions in the orbital disordered state the exchange interaction Mn.l+-O_

Mn.l+ is positive, III the same time the exchange Fel+_D-Mn.l+ is negative, so the

substitution ofMn.l+ with Fel+ lead to decrease of transition temperature. Substitution of

Mn by Ni destroy the loog range ferromagnetic order and it has been observed that Ni

doping at Mn site weakens ferromagnetism in the magnetic system.Thus with the

increases of Ni concentration resistivity increases and the metal-insulator transition

lemperarure decreases. But this substitution ofNi is Tp and resistivity is smaller than Fe.

The resistivity vs tempemture graphs with applied field in the same samples show similar

behaviour except the enhancement of M-l transition temperature by few Kelvin. This
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would be due to the suppression of spin fluctuations with the applied field in the

pammagnetic region.

MR behaviour at room temperature for all samples found very low and is almost linear

with field. At 78 K, a sharp increase of magnetroresistance was observed at low

magnetic fields followed by a weak and linear dependence at bigh fields. The observed

low temperature MR in these manganites can be attributed to grain and grain boundary

effects.The plot ofln (pip<!) vs il suggests that conduction occurred through a thermally

activated process above the transition temperature.
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